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Welcome to issue 8 of “The Spoke”, the
club magazine of the Stonehouse Wheelers. It is a
little overdue, the last issue having gone “off
the back” in 1960. In this year, the 60th
anniversary of the Stonehouse Wheelers, what will
you find in “The Spoke“? Inside you will find a
mixture of runs reports, articles, poetry, letters,
advertisements and no news whatsoever. Also
missing are the humorous skits in the style of
the King James bible. Many thanks to the
contributors who made this possible.
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Unfortunately, due to the increase in
cost of Quarto paper and duplicator spirit, from
issue 8 the cover price will rise from 6d to two
pounds and ten shillings.
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F A C T S
A N D
F I G U R E S
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - The first two rides:
March 21st

Newent 40 miles
Gloucester – Newent – Dymock Woods – Newent – Gloucester

March 28th

Bourton-on-the-Water 65 miles
Cirencester – Northleach – Bourton – Andoversford – Birdlip – Painswick.

These are the first two
official club runs. The first two
years the runs started in March
and ended in October 21. After that
the runs went all year round. Some
of the rides did the big loop of
the Severn but of course these
went by the Aust ferry. Only some
ruins show where the ferry
staging used to be.
There 24 were members in
1948. This more than doubled in
1949 and again in 1950. In 1951 the
110 members were divided into
school style “houses”. These were
Panthers, Pumas, Leopards and
Tigers. Mr E.A. Lewis (member 117)
was in Pumas. Coloured columns in
a big ledger recorded attendance
and other details like smartness
and whether the proper equipment
was being carried. There were 72
members in 1952 and this slowly
declined until there were 20 in
1965.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - M A R G A R E T ‘ S
D I A R Y
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 21 December 1952 - Went cycling with Wheelers to
Sutton Benger. Dinner there and sang afterwards. Home
at 6.00 pm.
25 January 1953 - Shirley, Margaret and I went cycling
with Stonehouse Wheelers to May Hill. Lit fire in wood
and had dinner around it. We all came off on way but
nobody was hurt. Home at 6.00 pm.
8 March 1953 - Shirley and I went out with Wheelers to
Sutton Benger. Dinner at Truckle Wood. Met Mary at
Sutton Benger. Had tea at Derek's home and arrived home
at 8.00 pm. A nice time but tiring.
26 April 1953 - Went cycling with Wheelers to South
Cerney and watched hydro-plane racing. Very exciting.
Had dinner by lake and tea at Cricklade. Home at 8.00
pm. A lovely day.
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T W I C E R
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A N E C D O T E
F R O M
T H E
F R O N T
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - P e t e r
D a y
The thrills of cycling with two
wheels, four legs, and 140-odd years in
perfect formation
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‘’Patty, Patty, Give Me Your
Answer Do . . .’’ Not a proposal, but a simple
request of my great friend Pat Ballinger to
join me on a hired tandem trip. But to the
beginning . . .
It all happened like this: We
were on holiday in Scotland in the Naughty
Nineties (circa 1995), we had taken our solo
bikes for some leisurely pedalling and
haggis baiting.
One morning I was out on my
own for some fast spinning when approaching
the town of Dunkeld I started over the
ancient bridge when I spotted a sign which
proclaimed ‘Cycles for Hire’ but enticingly
underneath ‘Tandems for Hire’.
Now in all my years of
competitive cycling on road and track
(velodrome) in the 1950s and ‘60s, and later
in the ‘80s I had never ridden a tandem which had the same interest to me then, as,
er, racing with hairy legs!
So on enquiring about this
tandem hire it couldn’t be easier. Pay fee,
leave deposit, have fun.
I sped back to our holiday digs
where Pat was preparing a local speciality cold shoulder and lashings of tongue as a
reward for me being back late (only joking).
That’s when my proposal was
delivered - and she accepted!
We drove to the hire centre,
parked up, paid our dues and chose our steed,
a Dawes mountain bike tandem. The only
instruction offered was a curt ‘Bring it
back safe laddie.’ Hmm.
Anyway, we looked at the bike,
looked at each other, and looked nervous.
Neither of us had cycling clothes on, so it
was tuck in the trousers, adjust saddle
height, me on the front (the Captain)
steadying the beastie while Pat (the Stoker)
dangled on the back mumbling a prayer. Then
with a ‘giddyup’ we rolled away at walking
pace.
The way we were facing
necessitated a hanger right, so with a lean
right from me and a lean left from Pat we
achieved a straight line. Brilliant.

My dreams of a pleasant
afternoon tandeming sniffing the Scottish
air looked a long way off.
So we manhandled the lump to
face the right way, and started again.
We were now facing the
beautiful Cathedral. The river was to the
left and right of the bridge - danger
everywhere. Once again we set off in the
direction of the cathedral gates.
As we wobbled towards them
intending to turn left over the bridge, I
could not turn and went straight on
with the gates just about to be closed by
an attendant. ‘’Hang on mate,’’ I yelled.
‘’We haven’t mastered this thing yet!’’ to
which he kindly let us through where by
a miracle, we suddenly became ‘proficient’.
We waved him a cheery thankyou and set off up the road.
Before all of that, the chap
at the hire centre had showed us on his
map a particular nice ride where a forest
clearing would give us at least a
destination and somewhere to rest. He did
not mention that it was all uphill.
And here we were, on that
road, on a hot and humid day, a new
captain and stoker, managing to still talk
to each other and follow the same line multitasking.
We got into our stride then,
up a slope, passing lovely cottages. A chap
was in his garden, he looked up and waved
and said ‘’She’s not pedalling’’. Who would
have thought after all these years we
would hear that said many thousands of
times. Yet Pat says she does all the work.
What’s that all about!

So this slope gradually turned
into a mountain, but we finally arrived
at the plateau, what seemed like hours in
the saddle, and pulled into the forest
clearing, and stopped.
Neither of us could talk, we
were both gasping because I had stormed
up that hill as if on a solo - and was,
how would you say, totally knackered.
As we gathered our wits and
breath, still astride the machine, a family
ambled towards us.
‘’That looks interesting’’ said
the lady of the group casting admiring
glances. ‘’It is’’ I said. ‘’Actually I don’t
know this lady‘’, looking back at Pat, ‘’I
hired this tandem and needed someone to
help me pedal it.’’
‘’Really?’’she said.
I winked at her and said ‘’Nah,’’
and told her the truth.
But however we felt at that
time, and however tough it was dragging
that lump up that mountain, the descent
was so fast and exhilarating that we
decided to look into getting out very own
tandem. Thirteen years and three tandems
on we are dedicated twicers, thanks to the
Wheelers.
I deserved that Pat on the Back.

“All change Patty –
Now tell me you're pedaling!”

Runs List for January 1970
Jan 4th

Belas Knapp
Air Balloon, Winchcombe (Tea)

Jan 11th

Long Way Around
Gloucester, Chepstow (Tea)

Jan 16th

General Meeting, Stonehouse
Community Centre
7.45p.m.

Jan 18th

St. Catherine Valley
Tiltup’s end, Cold Ashton (Tea)

Jan 25th

Severn Forest
Gloucester, Bream (Tea)

L e t t e r
t o
t h e
E d i t o r
- - - - - - - - - - - - Regarding your intention to re-issue The
Spoke: I'm delighted you have picked up
the challenge of doing it. I suppose I'm
the only member around from those days
that can resound items that you mention
still with the club.
Peter Colman was a great odd-bod
who always knew what ought to be done. I
can't remember who collected the articles
for the mag. But I feel sure that Peter
and Tony Artus had a lot to do with it.
Perhaps there were others and I will make
a few inquiries of former members.
Regarding Sunday Afternoon destinations I
had mainly to do with them. Always
starting at Stonehouse PO it was still
with trees and a big house where the
shops are now and not too many ventured
out with me. Two or three maybe and we
endeavored to meet up with the all day
crowd for tea. Our rides were all day
then, 9 and 10 o'clock starts with the
summer Solstice ride once a year to see
the sun rise over the Sun Stone at the
Salisbury circle. I only went on it once –
I had to find out what went on after
hearing tales from the young things.

All the Best
N E W S
F R O M
1 9 6 0
Eric Lewis.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Congratulations to Peter Coleman, for
beating the place to place club record for
Stonehouse Post Office to Plymouth and back
(bicycle) in 20 hours and 39 minutes. This
beats his tricycle time of 21 hours and 52
minutes. The women’s prize is still unclaimed.
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I moved with my family from
Staffordshire to Eastington in 1982, a
keen but unfit middle-aged cyclist, and
ascertained that there were two local
cycling clubs, Stroud CTC and Stonehouse
Wheelers. Initial enquires to both clubs
led me to believe that my physical
condition meant that the Wheelers’ more
family-orientated approach would suit me
better. So I decided to join the Wheelers,
to enjoy congenial company and easy-paced
rides, instead of the Stroud CTC, which
had a reputation at the time of leaving
stragglers to their own devices.
The early years of the Club are
adequately covered in the booklet
published by NDC [Ed: Copies still
available from the secretary) to mark the
fiftieth anniversary in 1998. I was
fortunate to get to know some of the
long-time members, remembering with
fondness Gilbert Tindall, Alec Cathcart,
George Furley, Charlie the bus driver with
the bladder weakness whose surname escapes
me, Bill Moore and June, Brian Hewlett,
and Eric Lewis. During my time as
Secretary I also inherited records from
the early days, which proved that as
bicycles became more efficient, the
abilities of the average club members
decreased. In the fifties, the all-day
Wheelers’ Sunday rides were often in
excess of one hundred miles for the
serious riders, while the less able members
used to ride about forty miles (return),
both sections meeting up for afternoon
tea at a pre-arranged place.
By the time I got involved, many
of the fitter riders were also cycling
with the CTC, and the Wheelers’ runs had
become comparatively short, to suit the
mixture of youngsters and more senior
members. Some members of both clubs
encouraged me to try the fortnightly
Stroud CTC Saturday afternoon rides,
slightly tougher than the usual Wheelers
Sunday rides, and I endeavoured to
encourage greater interchange with
members of both clubs participating in
each other’s rides. I believe my efforts
bore fruit, as I know that some of the
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current Club stalwarts are also active
members of the CTC.
Without diary notes it is
difficult to remember the details, but I
went via Brittany Ferries from
Plymouth to Santander then on to Noja
in Northern Spain, a trip led by Robin
and Marjorie Pywell, with Bill Moore,
Brian Hewlett, John Price and myself
representing the Wheelers. In 1992 John
Price organised a memorable tour of
Majorca, when we flew Britannia from
Birmingham to Majorca, re-assembled the
bikes outside Palma airport, and then
rode 45 miles across the island to our
hotel in Cala Millor. The Wheelers
members included Fran Adams, Mike
Whiteman, Richard Clements and Rob
Sully, together with others whose names
I can’t now recall.
The following year we
returned to Majorca but stayed in
Puerto Pollensa, I’ve forgotten who was
on it but remember that on one day
Richard Clements and I rode 45 miles to
Cala Millor, followed by an 83 mile ride
to Soller the next day. Rob Sully was
amongst those waiting for me at the
top of the sequence of hairpins on the
3,000 foot climb out of Soller.
In 1994 I moved house for
personal reasons, lived in Derbyshire
for three years, then moved to my
present home in Staffordshire. But the
love of cycling and cyclists experienced
in Gloucestershire has stayed with me.
Whilst in Derbyshire I used to ride
with the Burton-on Trent branch of the
CTC. In 1998 I returned to Stonehouse to
join Rob Deeley et al for the 50th
Anniversary, was one of the 26 who rode
the ride, but wasn’t quite tall enough
to be visible on the group photo of
Lionel Ferris and his penny-farthing.
Since moving to Staffordshire I have
been regularly updated about the news
of the club by Margaret Adams.
To enable me to continue
enjoying the camaraderie experienced
whilst with the Wheelers, I arranged
for my cycling friends from the
village to go on Holiday Lakeland

rides, generally from Irish Sea to North
Sea. In 2002, four of us with total age of
250 years rode the C2C (WhitehavenNewcastle), later that year I joined Carol
Kambites, Peter Kwan and Tammy on the
Wheelers’ tour from Cork to Killarney. A
separate report was done of that event,
copies will be available at 60th
Anniversary reunion.
In 2003 six of us from the
village of Marchington rode the Pennine
Cycleway North (Penrith-Berwick-on-Tweed).
In September I was persuaded to go, via
the European Bike Express, cycle-camping
in the south of France. We rode from
Orange to Narbonne, covered 500 miles in
15 days, and took in Mont Ventoux en
route. I had taken a Wheelers T-shirt and
wanted to be photographed wearing it on
the Tommy Simpson memorial, but the climb
was too tough for an overweight 67 yearold. The photo was taken, but it was my
young (58 year-old) friend wearing it.
In 2004 nine “Marchington
Meanderers” rode the Rievers Route
(Workington-Newcastle via Kielder Water).
In 2005 numbers were down to three, for
the inaugural Hadrian’s Cycleway, which I
tackled on my refurbished 1964 Moulton,
very comfortable ride but I needed lower
gears! (Separate report published in “The
Moultoneer”, copy will be available at 60th
Reunion). Last year just two of us rode
the Lancashire Cycleway North, and in
August 2007 we completed the W2W, a 151mile ride from Walney Island near Barrow
to Sunderland.
If ever any current Wheelers
members want to enjoy some cycle-touring
in different surroundings, with luggage
transported from hotel to hotel, I can
recommend Holiday Lakeland. But you may
need protection from the rain!
Re-reading the 50th Anniversary
magazine has reminded me of some names,
and raised questions about others, which I
hope to get answers to at the 60th
Anniversary. My last visit to Stonehouse
was when I attended Eric’s 80th birthday
party, and I look forward to meeting up
again with as many old friends as
possible. But please forgive me if I’ve
forgotten your names, there’s been a lot
of water under the bridge, and a few
measures of alcohol down the throat, since
I left the area. I’ve really missed you all.
Jeff Miles-Shenton
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The progress of a bore and places
to view the river.
Quiet lanes and few hills
characterise cycling in the Severn vale,
from below Gloucester to the M48 Severn
Bridge. At the river bank, a lonely place
with big skies, you may be able to follow
the river along the Severn Way footpath
depending on gates and stiles. A warning:
never go on to the foreshore at Aust Cliff,
Hock Cliff or Garden Cliff (West bank)
unless you know the tide is ebbing.
At Severn Bridge the incoming tide
can be seen as water starting to creep
across the sands, sometimes fronted by a line
of surf a couple of inches high. This can be
seen as far up as Epney and we can think of
it as an estuary bore rather than the fully
developed bore of up-river. There is a superb
panoramic view of the estuary from the
Severn View site at Aust Cliff behind the
Services.
Continuing up-river, the bank at
Shepperdine gives a sweeping view of the
estuary and is an easier day ride, especially
in winter. Associated with Oldbury power
station, there is a tidal reservoir out in
the river here, and watching the tide
suddenly overflow into it is interesting. You
won't see much river traffic, but here I
once saw a narrow boat being piloted up to
Sharpness, quite a rare sight on the river!
Above Sharpness the estuary is particularly
difficult for shipping, which is the reason
for the canal. The deep channels fill up as
the tide comes in, then some of this water
flows back around the other side of the
sandbanks, often so quietly it has trapped
unwary people on the sands. Another curious
feature of the estuary is how the fresh
river water runs out over the top of the
sea-water, which in turn slides underneath
as the tides rises - its because of their
relative densities.
About a mile below Berkeley is a
lane leading to Severn House Farm, but you
won't be able to get your bike on to the
bank, and you will have a job getting
yourself there - not recommended. Next upriver is Sharpness, where there is a picnic
site and access to the old dock, now a
marina. There are good views down-river
from the picnic site, and if you time your
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arrival here for highwater (times
published in Gloucester Citizen), you
may be very lucky and see a ship enter
the tidal basin. A notice board here
advises of recent and expected shipping.
Instead of the lanes, you can
follow the canal towpath, passing the
site of the old rail bridge, where there
is now a small memorial and notice
board. A short way along brings you to
"the ships' graveyard", where there are
remains of old sailing vessels on the
river bank, put there as protection
against erosion, but now eroding away
themselves. Over the canal bridge is the
village of Purton; the little church is
well worth a look inside and there may
be a local history booklet for sale.
There is no official access to the river
from here to Frampton: the Severn way
follows the canal towpath.

Out on the Arlingham peninsula,
Hock Cliff affords good views down-river,
but access is only via footpaths so you have
to get your bike over a stile. If you go out
on the foreshore, watch your step in the mud
and jumbled rocks.
Further along the peninsula is
Hope Pill, reached via the lane to the
church - my favourite place on the river.
Our last club ride here revealed a newly
stranded fishing boat out on the sands.
Arlingham passage at the head of the
peninsular, is a favourite destination for
club rides, giving good views over to the
quaint little town of Newnham. On ebb tides,
from Sharpness up to here you may be lucky
to see one or more Lave net fisherman out
in the river with their big nets: just above
Hope Pill I saw one bag a salmon. At the
Northern base of the peninsula lie Priding
and Upper Framilode, both suitable stopping
places for a picnic.
Another club destination is just
up-river: Epney, and a little way further
lies Longney, where access to the river is
only by footpath across the fields. The river
now changes its nature, from the sand and
mud of the estuary to appear like an inland
river, where the narrowness leads to the
spectacular bores, often breaking over the
banks - so don't get too close.
Elmore Back and Weir Green are
quiet places and therefore good if large
bores are forecast. These days I avoid
Stonebench if a bore is due: too many noisy
people about and the road can flood very
quickly here. It has one advantage though,
just below, the river bends and a big bore
will break spectacularly there. If you go to
the river bank to see a bore, wait ten
minutes or so after it has passed to witness
the remarkable rise in the river level which is why you should never go out below
the cliffs on the river except on an ebbing
tide. Up here, just below Gloucester the flood
of water up-river doesn't last very long and
within an hour or so the flow will have
reversed again. Perhaps you agree with me
that it will be a great pity should a
barrage destroy the unique character of
this river.
--//--
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Two poems written by
Paul Mills, keen
Stonehouse Wheeler and
also former Press
Secretary. Paul could turn
our rambles into poetry
for the local papers.
Sometimes he just turned
them into poetry.

The Tunnel or The Trentino Dragons
by Paul Mills (1934–2008)
We stand in the warm sun, safe, it seems,
waiting for those inside to reach us.
Then we hear the sound, gentle at first,
barely a disturbance on the air
but growing to the point where we are curious.
Then slightly disturbed. Then alarmed for our friends,
and then for ourselves.
It becomes the roar of twenty dragons looking for lunch
and fourteen cyclists would do very nicely, thank you.
Should we return to the awful darkness
in the vain hope of dragging our friends to safety?
But where would we go?
Can a dragon outpace a bicycle?
Could we face those pairs of flashing eyes,
those brimstone mouths,
the reeking sulphurous breath?
Yet, assuming we survived,
could we bear to say to those at home, “We ran!”
The towering sound is upon us
and will surely burst into the sunlight
when, by some benign and instant magic,
whose source we may never know,
the sound is sucked away
and that from which we nearly ran appears in the
gentle sun.
A medium-sized . . .
. . . furniture van.
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Avonmouth - Gateway to the Sun by Paul Mills (1934–2008)
Avonmouth railway station under a dull Sunday morning sky.
Not, perhaps, the most tempting place to meet,
but an offered lift and company persuade me.
I can always finish breakfast in the car,
but the scrunch of gravel coincides with the last spoonful.
We find the place by asking someone who is not a Russian sailor
and park overshadowed by the station wall
with explicit statements regarding intimate bodily activities.We weave a
complex and unexpected route
through lesser-known Avonmouth
not mentioned in the brochures,
avoiding glass and roadworks
and the giant Acro struts
stiffening the high parabolic deck
of the M5 Sunday traffic crossing in faith.
We cross, aware;
suspended fifty metres up the curving climb to the apex,
smug on our generously wide cycle track,
yet somehow disquieted by our vulnerable height.
We attempt, despite jarring humps,
an abandoned swoop to the safe Earth, our true home.
Suddenly it seems we are released
from the dubious dockland taste and smell
into a green valley,
as though into another world where the sun always shines.
Clevedon streets are bright
in that special way of sea-side towns . .
and, on a little front near the spidery cast-iron pier,
and amongst a row of pretty painted seaside houses,
we lunched under sunshades
and are served by smiling girls.
Portishead for pudding;
ice-cream and Pepsi at the swimming pool.
At sea, dinghy racing for the daring
and a boating pool for safe adventurers.
Welcoming grassy slopes for picnics and gazing.
We join the contentment
and very English Sunday idleness
by the sea.
Then, time to leave.
The firm reality of a short steep climb to the hill-top road,
the flight over the M5 parabola, still standing,
and our surprise on suddenly coming upon cars.
And at our enjoyment of a day
beginning at a dockland station
under a dull Sunday morning sky.
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T o n y
M a r t i n
There are all sorts of tracks and
paths in our countryside. Here is a little
bit of history, some legal stuff (as I
understand it) and personal experience of
walking and cycling along them.
How to find them:
Look at an
OS map. The Landranger series show four
types of rights of way, but the scale of
1:50,000 means field boundaries are not shown.
The new Explorer series at 1;25,000 showing
field boundaries are best if you intend
exploring these routes.
What exactly are they:
Look at
the general information on an OS map. There
are four types of public rights of way
(termed highways) and several other tracks
and paths shown, some of which you may have
legal access to. Here I shall only describe
the four public rights of way. First the
footpath: legally the pavement or path
alongside a road is termed a “footway” and
not a footpath. A footpath is a highway over
which you have right of way on foot only,
it not being a footway. This distinction has
some significance for cyclists. As far as I
am aware, cycling on a footpath is not the
same as cycling on a footway (which is
definitely an offence). If you ride a bicycle
on a footpath you commit a trespass against
the owner of the land over which the
footpath runs and possibly the highway
authority. On a footpath you are allowed
“usual accompaniments”, that is things a
walker might chose to take – but I believe
that pushing a bicycle may not fall into
this category. I guess you would be
extremely unlucky to find yourself subject
to such a constraint.
The bridleway was originally a
right of way on foot or on a horse, but
since 1968 you are allowed to cycle provided
you give way to walkers and horse riders.
Byway open to all traffic (BOAT)
is a right of way for vehicles as well as
people on foot, horse or bicycles.
Road used as a public path (RUPP)
is a road used mainly by walkers and horse
riders but over which there is also public
10

right of way for vehicles. It was
intended that RUPPS should be
reclassified by local authorities as one
of the other three (see CTC mag
June/July 2003 for possible
disadvantages in this for cyclists).
You may also come across the
term “green lane”. This is not legally
defined in the way the above are. It is
considered to be an unmetalled track,
not necessarily a right of way, but
which is usually bounded by hedges,
walls or ditches. A green way could be
anything other than a classified road,
e.g. footpath, bridleway, byway, private
road etc.
The law, as always, is complex
and confusing. For instance, vegetation
on the highway causing an obstruction
is the responsibility of the highway
authority, but if it is overhanging
from the surrounding land, then it is
that of the landowner. Gates and stiles
are the responsibility of the landowner.
The owner of land through which the
highway passes, does not own the
surface of the highway.
-One of the interesting
features about footpaths and bridleways
etc, is that they may allow you a
glimpse into the past. Rights of way
were introduced as a legal concept at
the time of the Enclosure Acts in the
18th Century to safeguard the passage of
ordinary people. Many footpaths lead to
churches, a good example is the
abandoned church at Frocester with
several footpaths coming together there.
Another feature is that turnpike houses,
which guarded sections of toll roads
were often bypassed by footpaths or
bridleways, and used by the ordinary
countryfolk who called them “toll
dodgers". There are some of these on
Horsepools hill. Tracks through
woodland were often given wide verges
and a ditch running alongside to deter
highwaymen.
My reading of mountain bike
magazines suggests to me that most
riders are interested in the physical

activity and the adrenalin that this
releases. Fair enough, but riding
bridleways etc can be a different and
relaxing way to explore the
countryside. It allows you to cover
much more ground than walking, gets
you away from aggressive motorists and
gives you a different view of your
surroundings, although you do have to
stop to appreciate it. But like all good
things, there are snags.
A good many footpaths and
bridleways are overgrown and if you
intend following them you will need a
stick or rod, something to beat back
vegetation. Bridleways which are well
used by horse riders don’t suffer from
this problem, but instead they just
become impassable after any rain. Dogs
being walked are likely to be loose and
thus cause problems; I suggest that you
look out for yourself and don’t get
involved in argument with the owner.

“mountain biking” will never catch on in
a big way, but you can use almost any
sort of robust bike, though reasonably
tough tyres are a sensible precaution. In
the Mountain Biking Handbook by Barry
Ricketts, published in 1988, there is a
wonderful photo: it shows a rider, in
rambling attire, wearing a pith helmet
and mounted on what could only be a
British designed bike -–the Highpath,
complete with chainguard, sedately
pedaling across a buttercup-strewn field.
Now that’s the style.
--//--

Buttercup riding in stylish leathers

It would seem a harmless
pastime, walking or cycling these
tracks; but there is undeniable evidence
that some people would prefer us not
to. Signs frequently “get knocked over”
into a hedge. Saplings get ”blown down”
across stiles. Tractors churn up the
ground around stiles, muck heaps seem
to gravitate towards stiles. Cunningly
placed barbed wire can catch the
unwary hand placed on the top of a
post when negotiating a stile and
electric fences appear across the right
of way. I’ve not made any of this up,
but neither am I suggesting that all
landowners are hostile.
On my cycling and walking
these local tracks I have met hardly
anyone out on bikes, I guess my idea of
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I was pleased to hear that Peter As to the racing, my early days were
spent time trialling in organised events
Kwan had decided to resurrect ‘The Spoke’
over the 25 miles out and back distance magazine after so many years. His
and trying desperately to beat the magic
windfall treasure trove of memorabilia
was especially interesting to me as an ex- hour like so many other riders.
My early attempts (and all
racer because I noted that the Wheelers
my
bikes
like
so
many others were
once had a racing section.
Though I have been a member for equipped with fixed wheel and lots of
steel components) kept me hovering around
only about eight years or so, today my
the 1hr. 2min., then 1hr. 1min. was another
cycling is so far removed from my early
barrier reached; finally ending the season
days, I got to wondering there might be
without getting near to beating the hour.
some Wheelers out there with a similar
Incidentally I saw in the
background to me, and may be just a little
Wheelers 50th Anniversary booklet that a
bit shy in talking about it. Well, this my
story, and I hope it has some interest . . . trophy was put up in 1959 for the first
Wheeler to beat the hour for a 25. Hmm,
I have been involved in four
interesting!
cycling clubs in my life, the Wheelers
Alongside the time trialling was
(and Stroud Valleys CC) being the touring
my love for track racing, not the boards
ones.
of today as on the Velodromes, but
My racing career can be broken
skinningly hard surfaces of tarmac. My
up into two parts: 1956-1963 (The Hairy
forte was the individual pursuit, a
Period - ‘Hair Yesterday’) and 1984-1989
discipline which was very successful for
(The Bald As A Coot Period - ‘Gone
me, where a rider is opposite his opponent
Tomorrow‘).
on the track, and at the gun go like
The first part, when I was 16,
jolly hell to catch him.
was in the Tooting Bicycle Club (South
One memorable ride saw me win a
London) colours. As an apprentice printing
championship in 1957 by 100th of a second,
compositor I used to cycle to work to the
nearly 30 mph for four kilometres - lung
Oval every day. Also I was one of the
bursting or what!
early Cycle Couriers for my firm
Massed start road racing was
delivering proofs around the City. Amazing
also
on
the
menu, which resulted in hurly
how one so experienced can get lost so
burly sprints on grass verges and some
many times while out on my bike (lovely
road whilst trying to ward off a
‘miles’ training!). Reckon I served only
pursuing bunch. Great fun. I am sure my
four of my six years apprenticeship in
brushes with the London taxis was good
real time!)
grounding for these great races.
(one of our current members,
Geoff Ward, was particularly good at
these events in the early 60s).
Let me get back on ‘track’. In
May 1959 during one 5-mile bunch track
event at Herne Hill in London, (again I
notice, a month before the first edition
of The Spoke!) while sprinting for the
finish line with just one other rider, he
moved up the track a tad and sideswiped
yours truly. I think I won that upside
down leaving numerous bits of me
following, plus the bonus of a broken
collar bone.
I was in Dulwich Hospital for
six weeks due to healing complications.
You can imagine my frustration - at my
12
peak, 19 years old, with nowhere to go.

On my release with shoulder
still strapped up, against all advice, I
started training in earnest, wherever
that is, because the season finished in
October in those days, and I had to
that date got my times down to 1-0-19,
1-0-12, and tantalisingly 1-0-8.
Let’s cut to the chase - in a
25 mile event on the Southend Road, in
October 1959 I did achieve my dream in
a time of 59min. 36secs. Again on a
single fixed wheel bike with steel
components, one brake and the
compulsory bell.
To cut this story short, I
will move on to 1984, over 20 years off
the bike, emigration to Canada from the
Isle of Wight (why? I ask myself now)
then a move to Thornbury near Bristol,
and my new cycling club Dursley Road
Club at age 44.
At Thornbury my big break
through came with meeting a tough
northerner and great cyclist, Ian
Spencer, who loved nothing better than
trying to tear my legs off with
training trips to Wales, over the
mountains and far away. This resulted
in great fitness and loss of weight,
not only on road bikes but on the new
mountain bikes.
Ultimately I got into racing,
into Vets. Time trials and got under
the hour four more times, my best being
a 58 minute 25 at age 45, and not an
aero bar in sight - all on my road
bike.
But vets road racing was my
big interest, and my biggest thrill was
in 1986 when after meeting and
befriending my boyhood hero Bob
Maitland, ex BSA pro, 1948 Olympic
medallist and 1955 Tour de France rider
with the Hercules team, and racing with
him in the vets events, finally
travelling with Bob to Germany and
Austria to race in the Veterans World
Cup events, truly international with expros to boot, for three weeks.
We still reminisce about one
event, a two-up team time trial to the
Hungarian border, where Bob definitely
got the best advantage with him being
a foot shorter than me. We did alright
though, getting a place trophy for our
efforts.

We did well as a team, and the
experience of mountain racing, including a
massed start hill climb in those beautiful
countries, is still clear in my memory.
Also in 1986 I travelled with Bob
to race on the Isle of Man, some time trials,
but the big one for me was a one-lapper of
the famous TT-course, on closed roads
including the ascent of the gruelling
Snaefell mountain. I have to say, as hard
and fast as the climb was, the descent was,
well I did not need any All Bran for months
after, actually sliding sideways, but not
coming off on one of the hairpins near the
classic finish. I finished a few places back
from the winner, but what a course!

So to sum up, I hung my racing
wheels up in 1989, mainly due to a back
problem, but I enjoyed my early racing life
immensely, but racing as a veteran was even
better, with lots of my boyhood heroes as
good friends today. In fact Bob stays with
us in North Woodchester occasionally and has
been on a couple of our club rides.
Nowadays I enjoy the leisure
cycling of club life, to potter on any one
of my retro bikes, including fixed wheels,
and MTB, but particularly on the tandem
with Pat Ballinger with the Wheelers, the
camaraderie, and the fun.
All this and no worry about those
thousands of compulsory training miles.
Bikie Heaven!
--//--
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Have you ever been snubbed by
another cyclist you’ve attempted to greet
whilst out on a ride or else been ignored
by someone overtaking you? It would be
nice to think this never happens, but
unfortunately it does. Some might say that
it never happened years ago but human
nature being what it is, I am sure that it
did. As well as those genuine unfriendly
souls (remember Mr Misery, the guy on the
towpath that Peter Day tried to greet)
there is something else at work here. I
call it the hierarchy of cyclists – a sort
of pecking order.
You will be identified as being
a certain type of cyclist through the
bike you’re riding and your clothes etc.
We can be a funny lot, us cyclists,
perhaps you remember when cycle helmets
first appeared – they were often ridiculed
and the rider ignored by traditional club
cyclists (all wearing caps of course). I’ve
had my Brompton since the days when they
were quite rare, when most people on
“proper touring bikes” would ignore you
and your greeting, but nowadays I find
this has definitely improved. Reading some
old “Rough-Stuff Journals” I see also
there was some hostility to mountain bikes
and bikers at first. This brings me to
another point; in cycling, as in so many
other activities, there are “the
traditionalists” and “the new guard”.
Rather interesting, from what I see
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in mountain bike magazines, the new guard
has completely taken over and gadgets and
performance are the order of the day.
The tricky bit is working out
who is where in the hierarchy. You only
have to look through a CTC magazine to
see just how varied a lot we are. Starting
as a plain and simple tourist, you might
come to regard yourself as an experienced
tourist, a super-tourist, or even an
expedition cyclist. In the racing scene
things are no less complicated: I believe
there remains some mutual dislike between
time triallists and some road racers who
refer to them rather disparagingly as
“testers”. I’ve noticed that you’re more
likely to get acknowledged by racing
people if you’re riding drop bars, but if
they’re moving fast they are unlikely to
bother with you. On my way over to club
runs I frequently greet cyclists I would
class as “racing people” and they always
respond. I am not sure this would be so if
I were riding my Brompton or a mountain
bike.
Finally there are the novice
cyclists: they seem to get a raw deal from
everyone else. I read in a recent CTC
magazine a comment about such people,
they were referred to as “newbies” or, as
the lowest of the low, “fair-weather
newbies”. No doubt the writer was a
serious, even semi-professional, expert
super-tourist himself.

To finish, an
example where
justice was indeed
done. In the
Gloucester local
paper a couple of
years ago, a local
motoring
correspondent wrote a very nasty anti-cyclist
piece. It was well rebutted by several letters
from Gloucester City cycling club members. But
some time later, on the advice of his doctor he
reported that he had begun using a mountain
bike, but then complained that the yellowjersey, fast-roadies, the very people he had
sneered at, ignored his greetings!
--//--

Y o u r
Q u e s t i o n s
A n s w e r e d
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“ E x p e r t ”
First of all I’ve had a
the likes of you in our friendly cycling
technical enquiry about how to lower
club, and if you turn up we’ll smash your
the gears on a touring bike. I only
wheels in. By the way, I didn’t understand
wish all technical problems were as
the “full sus”, is it something to do with
easy to solve as this one. Gearing is
the police?
all to do with the ratio of numbers of
Rather surprisingly, a letter has
teeth on the rear wheel sprockets to
come from a local motorist. He is absolutely
those on the chainring. Identify your
fed up with us continually getting in his
smallest chainring, then simply file off way. Just lately he’s had a couple of
alternate teeth. This should halve your
incidents that have caused him to boil over
previous lowest gear. You may find the
with rage. First of all, he was coming out
ride a bit jerky, but this is because of
of his driveway, not had chance to get a
the very low gear.
decent speed up even, when a cyclist went by
right in front of him on the road and
Next a medical question: a
caused him to brake before he was even off
club rider writes to say that he
his driveway. Then several times cyclists did
suffers badly from dehydration on the
not give him sufficient clearance when he
longer rides. I suspect that you are
overtook them, and now his near-side is
not drinking enough tea. Ditch the
scratched and it’s a hundred pounds for the
water bottles and carry at least two
paint-work. Also, he’s noticed that cyclists
litre-sized flasks of tea for en-route
coming from the right don’t give way to him
use. Immediately before a ride you
when he is entering a roundabout. ----should be drinking at least three cups
Your expert feels unable to respond to these
of strong tea. At the tea stop you
points as he is not in possession of the
should get the flasks refilled for on
latest highway code. Undoubtedly this will
the way back. Oh and make sure you
confirm the motorist was in the right in
wear warm clothing, none of this flimsy all instances.
modern stuff, a sports coat and cavalry
twill trousers would be ideal.
Well, that’s it for now, I haven’t
time for any more queries as I am working
I’ve had a letter from
on the conversion of a tandem tricycle to a
Wayne and Dean, both fifteen-year old
single bike, trying to puzzle out what to do
lads who are enquiring about joining
about the redundant wheel. Carry it as a
our cycling club. They say they both
spare perhaps?
have full-sus mountain bikes and go
--//-quite far sometimes. Once they went five
kilometres (by Dean’s computer) and
Wayne’s mum had to come and get them
in the car. They couldn’t get the bikes
in but when they’d recovered a week
later, Wayne’s mum took them to get the
bikes but they’d gone. It didn’t matter,
they got new ones out of the week’s
pocket money. -----Now lads, when I
were your age, I could do hundred miles
easy. We took us bread ’n cheese and a
bottle of cold tea, never had enough
bikes so us had to carry a mate on the
crossbar. Never had shoes either, had to
pedal barefoot; that is when we had
pedals, sometimes we just had to scoot.
Aye – we were tough in those days, if
What to do with a spare wheel?
it rained we got wet through and rode
back with double pneumonia, aye and
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sometimes triple. Anyway we don’t want
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Back in 2006 we had a surprise
call about Peter Coleman. He was a keen
cyclist, photographer and loved to dabble
in electronics. He was in the RAF and
went to Germany shortly after the war
had ended. When he came back he founded
the Stonehouse Wheelers and was member
number 2. He was also an obsessive record
keeper. He died in 1985 and following the
death of his elder brother John in 2005
his house was being cleared. What we
found were all sorts of Wheelers
documents including membership lists,
correspondence and even menus from events.
What can you find from mere
lists of members? A lot if you read
between the lines. Friendships and even
romances emerge. Friends tended to join at
the same time, for example, members 15, 16
and 17 all lived on Dudbridge Hill.
Marriages between members were common.
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss

D.
C.
A.
D.

Scott (66)+Mr A. Jones (64)
Acton (80)+Mr B. Daniels (10)
Stockton (203)+Mr D. Moore (4)
Beard (337)+Mr S.P. Daniel (306)

Having such a lot of members
caused a lot of work for the secretary
and errors crept in. Mr G. Merchant ended
up a new membership number 40, 70 and 148
for each of the three years that he was
with the club. Even Eric Lewis (117) also
held these numbers (246), (373) and (400).
With a large young membership
the social side flourished. Every year the
AGM was a dinner dance with the same
menu. There was production of Aladdin,
where Gilbert Tyndale played a shop
keeper selling lamps. The lamps were of
course cycle lights.
The Spoke only ran for seven
issues but a more modest newsletter
replaced it in the 60s. One articles was
from Gilbert Tyndale asking “What is
Wrong with the Wheelers?”. The club was
already feeling the effect of the motor
car when as club membership started to
decline. Gilbert asked everyone to double
their efforts to attract new people into
the club.
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A ride in 1963 prompted the call
to keep together. While some people
changed clothing, the leader deviated from
the intended route and the tail end was
lost. They reconnected a couple of hours
later. The broader message was for the
club to keep together to become a force
to be reckoned with in West Country
Cycling.
By the 1970s it was decided to
do an official winding up and a solicitor
was assigned this task. The aim was to
dissolve the club and to dispose of the
assets which were a little cash and the
trophies. However, the club rules did not
allow for the club to be dissolved so the
advice was to just not to turn up any
more! The club was wound up at a meeting
in Stonehouse Community Centre on
September 12, 1973.
--//--

A n n i v e r s a r y
R u n s
R e p o r t
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - The leaden grey sky of Sunday
morning July 6, 2008 saw a brave few riders
brave heavy showers to assemble dripping in
the remains of Dudbridge station. When the
Wheelers formed in 1948 there was a goods
train Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, the
passenger service having been lost the year
before. Many familiar faces and a few from
the past could be seen smiling broadly as
the clouds began to break up..
The 10.35 departure was led by
Carol Kambites along the trackbed with a
very pleasant incline to Avening and a
ramble around Star Farm. The rain stayed
away and the riders had glorious sunshine
in which to build up their appetites. By
lunchtime, Rodborough beckoned where a
splendid buffet lunch was waiting with many
photographs on display and a glimpse into
the archives.

The 60th Anniversary ride about to set off into glorious sunshine
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